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Throughout the years we’ve been slowly conditioned to embrace the idea of 

accepting a superior human race that has supernatural strength & powers.  

Today, the super heroes’ phenomenon has escalated with recent films, such as 

Superman, Batman, Spiderman, X-men, & new TV series of the same theme.  

We now even have occultic super heroes, such as werewolves & vampires, all 

portrayed as good & desirable beings. 

This theme of super heroes & super natural powers is not new at all, but in fact 

dates back to biblical times in the Old Testament; when the sons of God matted 

with the daughters of men producing hybrids with superior strength & powers. 

This is stated both in Genesis 6 & the book of Enoch also chapter 6. 

The problem is that the union between angelic beings & humans is something 

that God forbids. God also forbids the intermixture of animals, plants, & humans 

when God called for all things to yield after their own kind.  
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Some may argue that Angels are incapable of having sex & they often refer to 

Mark 12:25 as some sort of proof of that. 

Let’s examine Mark 12:25 which is a response that Jesus gives when asked who 

will be whose wife on the resurrection of the saints: 

For when they shall rise from the dead, they neither marry, nor are given in 

marriage; but are as the angels which are in heaven. 

This phrase is understood by many that since the angels in heaven are not given 

into marriage, therefore they are not capable of having sexual relations.   

This is not true & a very misunderstood verse. The fact is that the reason angels 
are not given into marriage in heaven is because the Holy angels of God are 
eternal & have no need to procreate as humans do. The main purpose of God’s 
order in marriage is to procreate in accordance to Genesis 1:28.   

I strongly believe that the DNA of man was altered after the fall due to sin. I 

believe that Adam & Eve had no blood in them prior to the fall, only flesh & bone 

as Jesus stated having after his resurrection.  

Behold my hands and my feet, that it is I myself: handle me, and see; for a spirit 

hath not flesh and bones, as ye see me have. (Luke 24:39 KJV) 

Thus, Jesus came in the image of man after the fall (That is having blood in him) in 

order that through his sacrifice to God the father, he could reverse the condition of 

men back to his status prior to the fall.  So it is written that all who believe in him & 

follow him will be resurrected in the same manner prior to the fall of men, which is in 

the image of Christ, who is the perfect image of God 

Having said that, if the DNA of men changed after the fall due to sin, then we can 

safely assume that the DNA of angels, who fell, also changed; perhaps enabling them 

to interact with humans in a different level than the Holy angles that have not fallen. 

What does all this have to do with Aliens & super heroes? 

Let‟s explore the connections:  The first comic book super hero with supernatural 

powers is attributed to Superman, released in 1938. 

 



 

 

 

Superman is an “alien”, aliens are nothing more than fallen angels which are in fact 

“superior” than men, making them in our eyes “superior beings” or “godlike beings”.  

Now, we need to understand that the bible refers to humans as „clay” since God 

created humans out of the dust of the earth, while God is referred to as the potter. 

(Our Creator)  

Keep this in mind as we move along here. 

The book of Daniel prophesies that “they” (the fallen angels), will mingle 

themselves with humans. 

This is how it reads: 

…they shall mingle themselves with the seed of men: but they shall not cleave 

one to another, even as iron is not mixed with clay. (Daniel 2:43 KJV) 

Noticed how Iron is used here referring to “they” & clay is used to referred to 

“men”. 

 Coincidentally or not, Superman is known as “the man of steel” & steel happens 

to be an alloy that consists mostly of iron. 

 

So we have an “alien” being with supernatural powers made of the same 

substance that God hints, or identifies fallen angels with. 

Is it a coincidence also that we have scientists working around the clock 

tampering with DNA, particularly with the DNA of men in order to create 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alloy
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something other than human, perhaps super human? I believe, this could not be 

done without the help of fallen angels AKA “aliens”, fulfilling Daniel’s prophecy 

stated on Daniel 2:43.  

It’s also interesting to know that Superman was first originally created to be a 

villain, but the forces that may be did not allow that to continue & superman was 

then instead sold as a hero. 

Although there is no direct evidence that either Jerry Siegel or Joe Shuster (the 

creators of Superman) were involved in the occult, their knowledge of the occult 

is evident & displayed in their character “Dr Occult”. 

Is it a coincidence that the “S” in Superman is really a serpent in disguise? Did you 

know that one of the first shields of Superman was an upside-down evergreen 

tree with an “S” in the center? 

The “S” in the center of the tree is reminiscing to the serpent in the midst of the 

tree of knowledge of god & evil. 

 

 

 

How about the shield prior to the one above, in which a serpent can be clearly 

seen inside an upside down pyramid? 

 



 

Now, compare this shield to the one below found on a satanic website: 

 

To those who study the bible, we need to understand that the serpent’s seed 

spoken on Genesis 3:15 is a real seed of hybrid beings (half angelic, half human) 

that are in fact supermen in a sense of their superiority over men.  

 

Let’s take a look at another super hero: 

 

 

 



 

 

 

The character of the Hulk starts out as mild manner man by the name of David 

Bruce Banner. David gets himself into a radioactive incident were his DNA is 

affected & altered by radiation, resulting in him turning into the Hulk every time 

he experiences extreme anger.  

 

The Hulk is presented as a green muscular giant with demonic fury & superhuman 

strength; who also happens to be the “good guy” or “hero “of the comic book 

series. 

The story of the Hulk is a sort of a combination of the biblical David & Goliath, 

both rolled into the same character. David (just like the biblical David) is the 

ordinary mild manner human, while his counterpart is some sort of giant hybrid 

as Goliath was. 



Notice also that shape shifting is involved here. 

Shape shifting has been always known to be connected to the occult & thus 

diabolical in its nature. Many years ago, stories of werewolves, vampires, & other 

creatures involved in shape shifting would scare the living day lights out of the 

ordinary man. Today is something that children desire & you can rest assured it’s 

all by design by the forces that may be! 

 The transformation of David Banner into the Hulk is also reminiscing of a 

demonic possession. 

Also Notice that the color of the giant is green, & green throughout the ages has 

been associated with occultism. (For more on the color green visit link below :) 

http://www89.homepage.villanova.edu/elana.starr/pages/greens.htm 

 

So what’s wrong with the Hulk you may ask? 

 

 First of all, stories containing the change of human DNA resulting into a 

super hero, superhuman, are nothing more than conditioning tools that are 

being used to subliminally sell the idea that transhumanism is something 

good & something to be desire of.  

 

 The Hulk is also a monster, just like demonic entities are described as being 

as. However, this monster as well as others, such as “Hell boy” happened 

to be “good monsters” or “good demonic beings” if you will. 

(In reality, there’s no such thing as good demons.) 

http://www89.homepage.villanova.edu/elana.starr/pages/greens.htm


 

 

Concerning “Hellboy”, should we really devout the time to explain, what’s wrong 

with this one? 

I think is very obvious to see what’s wrong with a super hero by the name of 

“Hellboy” 

The trend that we’re seeing here is a revival of evil portrayed as “good”. 

Another good example of this can clearly be seen in one of the older comic book 

series called ‘Son of Satan” by Marvel comics 



 



 

Notice the carved pentagram on this so called super hero’s chest. 

 The Bible says concerning Satan: And no marvel; for Satan himself is 

transformed into an angel of light. (2 Corinthians 11:14 KJV) 

Is it a coincidence that the comic book company is also called ‘Marvel” 

and they’re also making evil appear as good?                                                  

Is this a prophecy about marvel comics? 

Of course not. This is just a notation on how evil likes to play with 

words. 



 

Satanic Ritual with pentagram. 

 

It’s also no surprise that Marvel comics’ counterpart & partner DC comics 

operated much earlier in their career from Illuminati’s Rockefeller Plaza; 666 Fifth 

Avenue. 

DC comics also have their share on occultic comic books. Take for instance                    

“El Diablo” comic book series. Diablo is Spanish for Devil. 



 

 

Once again, we’re being conditioned to associate evil, with good. 



 

With the character of Iron man, we see the same biblical association concerning 

(Daniel 2:43 KJV) 

They shall mingle themselves with the seed of men: but they shall not cleave one 

to another, even as iron is not mixed with clay. 

Once again, if the seed of man is “clay”, then we can safely conclude there’s 

another seed confirmed on Genesis 3:15 when God spoke to the serpent. 

And I will put enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy seed and 

her seed…(Genesis 3:15 KJV) 

God does tell us in the bible how he made man, but he does not tell us how he 

made the angels. We can safely assume that however God made these angels 

who later fell; had to involve the substance & properties that make up what we 

call “iron”. 

Having said that, Christians sing to the God of the bible, while Satanist sing to 

their god (Satan). 

Is it a coincidence that Satanist band Black Sabbath sings a song dedicated to an 

“Iron man”? 

What about the music they play called “heavy metal”   ? 

Notice that heavy metals are a substance that are poison to the human body, but 

that’s another topic altogether. 

How about the Image of the beast spoken in the book of Revelation, is it possible 

that this beast could be a gigantic satanic Iron statue reminiscing of Hinduism? 



 

 



 

Spiderman, just like the hulk & others; obtained his powers from a radioactive 

incident. In this case, it involved a spider bite. Unlike the Hulk, Peter Parker does 

not shape shift into anything. However, his DNA was altered by the mixing of his 

DNA with the spider’s DNA during the incident, allowing him to obtain super 

human powers.  

The message here once again, is Transhumanism, & DNA alteration with the 

purpose of becoming a “better human”. Although in the story of Peter Parker 

(Spiderman) the DNA alteration was due to an accident. However, the results of 

the accident are portrayed as “super kool”, super human powers appealing to 

many. 

Today, we have politicians & high level scientists & officials, trying to sell the idea 

to the population of becoming more than human, through DNA manipulation. 

They tell the people that you will be better, faster, stronger, and will live longer, 

etc, etc. They throw in the mix also the idea that we should mix with computers, 

becoming super humans.  

Are you beginning to see where the superheroes movement is designed to take 

us?                                                                                                                                             

The powers that may be know that they cannot sell the idea of Transhumanism to 

a population that has not been conditioned. Therefore, the campaign began a 

long time ago to change the hearts & minds of many, through loveable 

characters, that go against Holy Biblical Scripture, thus representing, evil, but are 

sold as the good guys & heroes that save the day.  Remember that in order to 

make a good sale; a good advertising method is needed. These comic books & 

movies are the perfect advertising method to the lie they want to sale to the 

population. This is perhaps because the eyes are the windows to the soul. 



 

The character of Bat-man is a bit different. Here we see a damaged individual by 

the name of Bruce Wayne who turns to vigilantism in order to find vengeance on 

a world full of crime. Although Bruce Wayne does not have any special super 

human powers, there are several things wrong with what the powers that may be 

want to convey through the creators of Bat-man. 

 

 If we’re going to see this from a Christian point of view, then we need to turn to 

the Scriptures. The bible says: Vengeance belongs to God. (Deuteronomy 32:35, 

Romans 12; 19, & Hebrews 10:30 KJV) 

 

With the character of Bat-man, here we see the first time the word “man” is 

mixed with another creature. No actual DNA mixture is involved here, but the 

mixture of the term alone is a starting point for the idea of transhumanism to be 

able to be sold at a later future. 

The Bible gives us a list of unclean abominable fowls of the air, among them, the 

bat.   (Leviticus 11:1-19 -KJV) 

Although Batman is the hero of the comic series, the point once again is the 

representation of evil as “good”. 

Batman represents darkness & Gothicism, which represents death. The very name 

of the city where Batman resides, it’s called Gotham city. 



   

Batman also happens to resemble a demon, thus once again giving you the 

subliminal message of associating evil with good.  

 



I‟m sure everyone has noticed the changes that Batman has gone through since his 

creation.  From a more of a wrestler looking type of Character; 

 

 

To a more of a demonic looking entity. 



 

Speaking of demons, currently the hottest toy for children happens to be   

“Batman Demon” as shown below: 

 



 

 

http://toyhaven.blogspot.com/2010/10/hot-toys-12-inch-demon-batman-

scarecrow.html 

You see, evil comes very subtle & the true representation of it can then be 

disclosed, when people have been indoctrinated enough to accept it, as you see 

here with Batman being an example of it. This is thanks to the subtle 

brainwashing techniques used on the population. The mass indoctrination has 

been so successful, that now we have parents eagerly buying these types of toys 

to their equally eagerly awaiting children.  

 

http://toyhaven.blogspot.com/2010/10/hot-toys-12-inch-demon-batman-scarecrow.html
http://toyhaven.blogspot.com/2010/10/hot-toys-12-inch-demon-batman-scarecrow.html


So thanks to the widely acceptance of this: 

 

 

We can now widely accept this:  

 

   



Keep in mind that the evil genius of the new batman series entitled Batman 

beyond, knew they just can’t suddenly change Batman into a demon super hero. 

So what was the ingenious solution to enable them to turn Batman into a full 

flesh demon & a toy for your children to play with? 

Simple: The Batman demon is an illusion created by the character of the 

scarecrow seen below: 

  



The demon batman is how the scarecrow character sees batman & how he can 

make him seen to others through his super witchcraft powers, which enables him 

to inflict tremendous fear to his enemies.  

So whenever the scarecrow character is involved in the storyline, batman can 

then be seen as a full blown demon that he really is; creating a wide acceptance 

to this new batman look that resulted in the hottest toy this year of 2011. 

Notice how occultic these toys look, resembling voodoo tools. Would you really 

like your children playing with these demonic toys that bring real demons into 

people’s homes? 

 

 

Did you know that the word “doll” is derived from the word Idol? 



 

 

Again, with captain America we seem to see a reoccurring theme of DNA 

enhancing in order to become a Super human, in which becomes appealing to the 

audience. In addition, we also see occultic symbols & themes embedded within 

the movie story line.  

Let’s begin by taking a closer look at the shield & symbol of Captain America. 

 



 

The below article was taken from the following website: 

http://occultview.com/2011/07/30/the-occult-message-behind-captain-america/ 

The movie Captain America is an entertaining and uplifting film. Actor Chris Evans 
did a great job portraying Steve Rogers both prior and after his transformation 
into Captain America. The Steve Rogers character starts out as a physically weak 
individual of small stature, but who has courage and compassion, the heart of a 
lion. In the movie he sought to join the military to serve his nation but was 
constantly rejected because of his physical weakness. 

A scientist noticed his true nature and he was given the chance to serve by 
volunteering for an experiment to create a super solider. Steve Rogers was turned 
into Captain America, his body transformed into physical perfection. His body 
became a reflection of what he was within his soul and a mirror of his character. 
What he was within literally became flesh. Immaterial thought became manifest 
into the physical world. 

This is occult message behind Captain America. The occult concerns itself with the 
manifestation of the immaterial (thought) into physical reality. And the occult is 
about using these processes for inner self-transformation. In the occult we 
contact our higher selves or higher powers to manifest our potential, and bring 
into reality what we desire. Captain America can be a metaphor for this power of 
belief and becoming what we believe in. 

http://occultview.com/2011/07/30/the-occult-message-behind-captain-america/


 

The occult concepts of inner transformation and manifesting reality can be used 
for either positive or negative results. In the movie the villain Red Skull symbolizes 
a negative transformation. The Red Skull was exposed to the same super solider 
serum that created Captain America. Yet, unlike Steve Rodgers, the Red Skull’s 

inner character was vile, and so he was transformed with a monstrous 
appearance. The Red Skull became a physical reflection of his own personality. 

These occult themes are not intentional by the movie-makers. But when stories 
deal with mythic elements, they may cross paths with occult elements. Myths, 
legends, and the occult walk hand in hand. 

One aspect of the movie that was supposed to involve the occult actually has 
nothing to do with it. The Red Skull character was in charge of the Nazi’s 
paranormal division. The character sought out an occult source of great power, 
the Cosmic Cube. The Skull called it the power of the “gods”. Even as a metaphor 
or symbol, nothing like this exists in true occult experience; it is just a fantasy 
element, I suspect the movie’s villainy could have been made more realistic and 
dramatic if it had been inspired by the real life links between the Nazis and 
occultism. True or not, there are ideas the Nazi’s were inspired by contact with 
villainous secret societies, black magic, demonic entities or even extraterrestrial 
beings. But delving into the darkest corners of Nazi occultism would probably be 
out of place in a comic book movie. Better to have the villains using ray guns and 
cosmic cubes. 

Source: http://occultview.com/2011/07/30/the-occult-message-behind-captain-
america/ 

http://occultview.com/2011/07/30/the-occult-message-behind-captain-america/
http://occultview.com/2011/07/30/the-occult-message-behind-captain-america/


 

The Green Lantern is yet another tool of occult indoctrination. The Character of 

Hal Jordan becomes the Green Lantern when receiving a ring from a dying alien 

who encourages Hal, to “become one of us” as he passes the ring to Hal. 

The whole alien agenda, known as “Transhumanism”, evolves in encouraging 

people to stop being human and become other than human. It’s also the alien 

agenda to encourage people to resemble these fallen angelic beings who in reality 

are posing as aliens. 

This means that a human who is created in the image of God, will be transformed 

into the image of the beast, therefore disqualifying themselves from Salvation, in 

which is only available to repented humans who are the image of God. 

The ring in the Green Lantern is not only a symbol of power, but also a symbol of 

brother hood, no matter where the “brother was born”. That sounds like 

elements of Freemasonry. 

 

There also appears to be an occult connection with “The lord of the rings” trilogy 

concerning powerful rings. 



The below article was taken from the following website: 

http://justifytheory.blogspot.com/2011/06/occult-symbolism-green-lantern-

film.html      

 

As I went to go see one of my favorite "comic-come-to-life" movies in theatres 

last weekend, I went under a gullible impression that my eyes would be free from 

any occult propaganda.  How more wrong could I have been.  As I left the theatre, 

my brain had been overly exposed to images of soul stealing aliens (demons), 

secret government operations, and of course, all seeing eyes.  Good grief. 

 

Demon-like creature Parallax feeding off people’s fears and taking their souls 

http://justifytheory.blogspot.com/2011/06/occult-symbolism-green-lantern-film.html
http://justifytheory.blogspot.com/2011/06/occult-symbolism-green-lantern-film.html
http://justifytheory.blogspot.com/2011/06/occult-symbolism-green-lantern-film.html
http://justifytheory.blogspot.com/2011/06/occult-symbolism-green-lantern-film.html


After the character of Dr. Hammond is seen experimenting on the "alien", the 

information he collects is then given to another doctor on a computer disk with a 

very obvious Illuminati pyramid on it: 

 

 

 

 

Secret information disk with Illuminati logo 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Senator seen with the same "Illuminati" data chip secretly hidden in his office 

 

To make this movie seem even more Illuminati-inspired, the Senator was actually 

Dr. Hammond's father.  The Senator even tells the son that the reason he was 

"chosen" for the project was because of his family connections, further stating, 

"thats how it works in this system".  Oh how well we know... 

Source: http://justifytheory.blogspot.com/2011/06/occult-symbolism-green-

lantern-film.html 

 

 

http://www.jonesreport.com/image/10_08/28bushtree.jpg
http://justifytheory.blogspot.com/2011/06/occult-symbolism-green-lantern-film.html
http://justifytheory.blogspot.com/2011/06/occult-symbolism-green-lantern-film.html


The Super Heroes Phenomenon has also created a craze among non stable 

individuals who think they are actually Super heroes as the comics they read. 

Below are some of them: 

 

 

These types of individuals have the enthusiasm, but lack the super powers they so 

much desire. 

But, what if science offers you the opportunity to be more than human, and 

promises you powers and capabilities beyond human abilities, would you jump on 

the bandwagon? 



Probably not, because the mere fact that you reading this shows that you have 

some level of awareness. But what about these people all into the Super Hero 

movement, as you seen above; do you think they would not jump into the idea? 

You bet they will! 

Their minds have been saturated with all kinds & levels of indoctrination found on 

these types of entertainment, that they are literately pre-programmed to be the 

first to become Transhuman or government snitches.  

 

                                     
For more info on Transhumanism Watch Technocalyps: 

: 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0plZMBzMmFk:


Speaking of snitches, that is not to mentioned that a dictatorship government 

would not need a “Hitler’s youth type of program” having a super hero 

movement in its stead. 

 

In the 1930’s Hitler motivated & raised up a group of young children through the 

public school system to be his eyes & ears. He used the public school system & 

television propaganda, to train these children to report to the government what 

he considered to be breakers of his “new order”. (This included family members) 

He motivated them, by making them believe that they were the heroes & 

protectors of the country; therefore they should serve their country & do what its 

expected of them. 

They were trained to spy & turn in other citizens that did not fit with Hitler’s 

agenda. 

This could be from people speaking against the government, to people just simply 

having prayer meetings in their homes.  

 



 

Today, Nazism has once again raised its ugly head with the same story Hitler used 

to raise it the first time around. (It’s called “Terrorism”)  

 

Thanks to a purposely under educated generation & over indoctrinated with 

entertainment, Nazism could live once again. 

A dictatorship government could then command all these hero wannabees to 

report & snitch on their neighbor who might be a “terrorist” because he or she 

does not agree with a dictatorship government’s oppressing ways.   

Or simply because they heard their neighbor prayed & therefore, the neighbor is 

“a danger to the state.” 



The hero wannabees would then do what’s asked in return for recognition.                                                 

 

 I                                                                              
Illuminati card game 



Let’s recap! 

So what are exactly are we being conditioned to believe or to accept here? 

I believe that the whole superhero movement is aimed to achieve in the hearts & 

minds of the unaware, the following three things: 

 To accept beings that happens to be very different than us. (These beings 

can come through an “alien disclosure” & also through DNA manipulation, 

resulting in weird looking hybrids. 

The second thing I believe it’s on their agenda is: 

 To make us desire to want to be more like them, by enticing us with the idea of 

having “god like” super powers.      

        

 The third thing is, to create a group of hero wannabees that would serve 

the government’s purpose & agenda in exchange for hero recognition. 

 

The catch is that they don’t know they are being influenced by the same powers 

that run our government & the entertainment industry. 

 



Notice that while superman was a “good alien” almost all super heroes that 

followed obtained their powers by a change in their DNA & by becoming some 

sort of “hybrids.”  Remember that fallen angels also came before the hybrids they 

created. In the case of Batman, they now have us accepting demons as heroes & 

playing toys. 

Therefore, by portraying monsters & weird looking creatures on a positive light, 

the mind of many will be more susceptible to accept the demonic as “good”. This 

is because they have been preconditioned to believe that demonic beings can in 

fact be good as they now believe them to be; thanks to the programming that has 

been taking place through the years with these kinds of entertainments. 

It’s no coincidence that the word “entertainment” is composed of three words. 

Enter-(To enter) – tain –(retain) – ment – (mind)  

Television, movies, & other forms of “entertainment” are literal programs that 

are designed to enter the mind & to be retained there for later unsubcoincious 

use or reference. 

The folks over at the TV stations are not shy of calling their shows “programs”. 

Anyone who knows about computers also knows that in order for a computer to 

behave a certain way or to do a certain task, a program is needed to accomplish 

the desire result. 

The human brain is also a computer, & those who have the rule over us have been 

studying the brain for a very long time with the help of demonic beings that want 

to make their appearance known. These same people are the ones designing the 

programs for our minds with a global specific ultimate agenda.  

These beings that pose as “aliens” are nothing more than fallen angels who hate 

humanity because we’re made in the image of the very God who redeemed us, 

but refuses to redeem them.  



This is because man was tricked into sinning against God, while the fallen angels 

voluntary left their dominions & estate in order to sin, which is why they cannot 

be redeemed. 

Needless to say, these beings hate us with a passion & they’re here to deceive us 

& trick us into receiving the same sentence as them in the lake of fire. 

The manipulation of the human minds is their game, & the obtaining of every soul 

is their goal through the people they put in place to rule the world in order to 

program the human minds with their false religion systems & with all forms of 

entertainment. 

Next, time you hear of a Superhero film, or see a comic book in reference to the 

same, compare what you just learned with what they are communicating through 

such media. An informed mind, is much harder to program & influence, than an 

ignorant mind that is unaware of their surroundings.  

 



  

 

 

 Phantom Zero a real life super hero junkie 

Abstain from all appearance of evil. (1 Thessalonians 5:22 KJV) 



 

 

 

Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil; that put darkness for light, and 

light for darkness; that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter! 

 Isaiah 5:20 (KJ V) 
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